Following Ressel (1985 Ressel ( , 2008 this note attempts to understand graph limits (Lovász and Szegedy, 2006; Borgs et al., 2008; Lovász, 2012) in terms of harmonic analysis on semigroups (Berg et al., 1984) , thereby providing an alternative derivation of de Finetti's theorem for random exchangeable graphs; see also Lauritzen (1988) ; Diaconis and Janson (2008); and Lauritzen (2008) .
Introduction
Random exchangeable graphs are fundamental for the analysis of network data, see for example Orbantz and Roy (2015) and Lauritzen et al. (2018) . Diaconis and Janson (2008) showed that the modern theory of graph limits (Lovász and Szegedy, 2006; Lovász, 2012) gave a natural way of understanding such graphs.
Some of the arguments associated with establishing the connection between exchangeable graphs and graph limits can appear complicated. However, as earlier demonstrated by Ressel (1985) , the theory of positive definite functions on Abelian semigroups provides a simple, generic structure for understanding exchangeability, and this is what this note attempts to exploit and explain somewhat larger detail. Also, this analysis establishes that the graphon based models for random exchangeable graphs can be understood as natural 'exponential families' for random graphs, in contrast to the socalled exponential random graph models (ERGMs) (Holland and Leinhardt, 1981; Snijders et al., 2006 ).
An ultra short summary of the main points in the developments below has appeared as part of Lauritzen et al. (2019) .
Harmonic analysis on semigroups
We shall use the following concepts from Berg et al. (1976) . We consider an Abelian semigroup (S, +) with neutral element 0 and identity involution. A function ρ : S → R is a character if and only if ρ(s + t) = ρ(s)ρ(t), ρ(0) = 1 that is, a character behaves like an exponential function. A function φ : S → R is positive definite if and only if n j,k=1
in other words, a function is positive definite if and only if all matrices of the form {m jk = φ(s j + s k )} are positive semidefinite.
We let P(S) denote the set of positive definite functions on S, P b (S) the set of all bounded positive definite functions, and P b 1 the set of bounded positive definite functions φ with φ(0) = 1. When equipped with the topology of pointwise convergence, P b 1 is a compact Hausdorff space. We letŜ denote the set of all bounded characters on (S, +) and note that these form an Abelian semigroup under multiplication; (Ŝ, ·) is the dual semigroup to (S, +). We shall be using the following result from Berg et al. (1976) .
Theorem 1 (Berg, Christensen, Ressel) . The set P b 1 is a Bauer simplex with the bounded characters as extreme points. In particular, any φ ∈ P b 1 has a unique representation as barycentre of a probability measure µ onŜ:
and the set of bounded charactersŜ form a closed subset of P b 1 .
Generalized exponential families
Generalized exponential families were introduced in Lauritzen (1975) and studied further in Lauritzen (1988) where Theorem 1 was exploited to identify these as so-called extreme point models for i.i.d. observations. More precisely, a generalized exponential family of distributions on a discrete state space X is determined as a set of probability mass functions of the form
where t : X → S is a canonical sufficient statistic with values in an Abelian semigroup S, b defines a base measure,S are the (not necessarily bounded if b is not uniform) characters, and Θ is the canonical parameter space
Note that c(θ) is the Laplace transform of the lifted base measure b * on S:
These exponential families share many (but not all) properties of more standard exponential families which have the same form but for the special semigroup (R k , +), usually considered as a vector space.
Graphs
For any n ∈ N we let L n and U n denote the set of simple labeled graphs and simple unlabeled graphs with node set [n] := {1, . . . , n}; further, we let L 0 = U 0 be the empty graph, L ∞ the set of infinite graphs with node set N, L = ∞ n=0 L n , and U = ∞ n=0 U n . For any two graphs G and G ′ in L, we will write G ∼ G ′ to signify that they are isomorphic and [G] for the equivalence class of all labeled graphs isomorphic to G. We will also without ambiguity think of [G] as an unlabeled graph.
If G and H are in L, we write
is the subgraph of G induced by [m] . An infinite graph in L ∞ can be identified with its sequence of induced subgraphs G n = G([n]), n ∈ N; such a sequence is consistent in the sense that for all m ≤ n we have
For n < ∞, G ∈ L n , and σ ∈ S n , the permutation group on [n], we will let G σ be the graph obtained from G by relabeling its nodes according to σ.
Symmetric random graphs
We consider a probability distribution P on L ∞ and say this is symmetric if and only if
We then also say the random graph G or its distribution P is exchangeable (Aldous, 1981 (Aldous, , 1985 Diaconis and Freedman, 1981; Matúš, 1995; Diaconis and Janson, 2008; Lauritzen, 2008) .
It is practical to represent the distribution P through its Möbius parameters (Drton and Richardson, 2008; Lauritzen et al., 2018 Lauritzen et al., , 2019 
n is the set of labeled graphs with no isolated nodes and
The quantities Z and P are related by the Möbius transform; if G ∈ L n
where K n is the complete graph on n nodes. A non-negative function Z is a valid Möbius parameter if and only if the left-most expression in (1) is non-negative for all G ∈ L. We note that the positivity condition is not so easy to verify for a given function Z, so it is of interest to derive alternative representations. Clearly, P is symmetric if and only if Z is symmetric, or, equivalently, if there is a function φ : U → R such that
We also note that (U , +) -where U + V = U ∪ V is (node disjoint) graph union -is an Abelian semigroup with the empty graph as its neutral element. So the map t : L → U which maps any finite graph into its equivalence class: t(F ) = [F ], appears as the canonical sufficient statistic in the generalized exponential family of exchangeable random graphs. Moreover we have Lemma 1. Let G be a random exchangeable graph with Möbius parameter Z given as above. Then the function φ is bounded and positive definite on (U , +); in other words, φ ∈ P b 1 (U ). Proof. Clearly φ(∅) = 1 and φ is bounded. Introduce the binary random variables X ij for i = j ∈ N where X ij = 1 if i ∼ j in G and X ij = 0 otherwise; X is the (random) adjacency matrix of G. Then, clearly
So elementary calculations will verify that for F u and F v being node-disjoint we have
which is node-disjoint from F u for all u, v. This completes the proof.
We note that the property in Lemma 1 is referred to as reflection positivity in Lovász and Szegedy (2006) . A de Finetti type representation of random symmetric graphs can now be obtained as a Corollary to Theorem 1:
Corollary 1 (deFinetti's theorem for exchangeable random graphs). Let P be the distribution of an exchangeable random graph with Möbius parameter Z. Then P is exchangeable if and only if there is a unique probability measure µ onÛ such that for all F ∈ L
We note in particular that the extreme points of the convex set of exchangeable measures -corresponding to the pure characters -are dissociated (Silverman, 1976) , i.e if F = F 1 ∪ F 2 and F 1 and F 2 are node disjoint subgraphs of F it holds that
or, in other words, we have for node-disjoint F 1 , F 2 :
Characters on the semigroup of unlabeled graphs
To get a more detailed version of de Finetti's theorem for exchangeable graphs we need to identify the characters on (U , +). Consider first the homomorphism densities
where F, G ∈ L and hom(F, G) is the number of graph homomorphisms (edge preserving maps) from F to G. These are multiplicative in the sense that for node disjoint subgraphs
Noting that in fact t hom (F, G) only depends on (F, G) through their isomorphism classes ([F ] , [G]) we can for [G] ∈ U define a character as
In addition we shall need the injective homomorphism densities
where F, G ∈ L and inj(F, G) is the number of injective graph homomorphisms (edge preserving maps) from F to G. The homomorphism densities can be understood as Möbius parameters of a probability distributions of a random graph F , where vertices in F are sampled from G with or without replacement respectively. If we let p hom (F, G) and p inj (F, G) denote the corresponding probability distributions, we have therefore the inequalities
and therefore in particular
see Freedman (1977) and Lemma 3.3 in Lauritzen et al. (2019) or Lemma 2.1 in Lovász and Szegedy (2006) who give the slightly weaker bound to the right. In particular we note that for any fixed F , the right-hand side in (5) tends to zero as |G| → ∞.
Note now that for any exchangeable random graph with Möbius parameter Z, the law of total probability yields
where P n Z the induced measure on L n , We then have
is a bounded character on (U , +). Further, these characters are dense inÛ : if we let B denote the topological closure of {ρ [G] ,
Proof. For any [G] , ρ [G] is clearly bounded and it is a character by (3). Since the set of bounded charactersÛ is closed by Theorem 1, we clearly have B ⊆Û . We need to establish the reverse inequality. Thus let Z ∈Û and let P Z be the corresponding probability measure on L ∞ with P n Z the induced measure on L n . By (5) and (7) it then holds for any F ∈ L m and any n ≥ m that
where
Using (4) we can rewrite (8) as
which now holds for all n ≥ m. Since B ⊆ U is compact, so is the set of probability measures on B and hence the sequence µ n Z , n ∈ N must have an accumulation point µ * Z which then satisfies for all n ∈ N:
Now, as the integral representation is unique by Theorem 1 and Corollary 1, we must have µ * Z concentrated on Z ∈Û and thusÛ ⊆ B which completes the proof.
Note that, in effect, (9) yields a finite deFinetti type representation for an exchangeable random graph, see also Diaconis and Freedman (1980) and Lauritzen et al. (2019) . We state this results as its own corollary and note that this is in fact Theorem 1 j.e of Matúš (1995) :
Corollary 2 (deFinetti for finitely exchangeable random graphs.). Let µ m be the induced distribution of G[m] where G is a finitely exchangeable random graph in L n . Then there is an exchangeable random graph
where || · || ∞ is the total variation norm.
Proof. We define µ * by its Möbius parameter Z * as
and now (5) yields
which was required.
Elements of B can naturally be interpreted as limits of unlabeled graphs (Lovász and Szegedy, 2006; Borgs et al., 2008; Lovász, 2012) by the embed-
In addition, the characters can be represented by (equivalence classes of) functions W : [0, 1] 2 → [0, 1] also known as a graphons, see references above, corresponding to adjacency matrices of infinitely exhangeable random arrays (Aldous, 1981; Hoover, 1979; Diaconis and Freedman, 1981) . This is contained in the following result:
Theorem 3. The bounded charactersÛ on (U , +) are exactly the functions ρ satisfying for
The function W is unique up to measure-preserving transformations of the unit interval.
Proof. It is straightforward to see that these are characters. Also for every graph [G] ∈ U n we can construct a specific W [G] by partitioning the unit interval into n subintervals and then show that these converge in a suitable metric exactly when [G n ] → U . We refrain from giving the details of this and refer to Lovász and Szegedy (2006) or Lovász (2012) .
The graphon representation of a graph limit has its advantages, but also its disadvantages in that it can be difficult to identify exactly when two graphons W and W ′ are representing the same character ρ since there are many measure-preserving transformations of the unit interval. In that sense, the representation as a character Z is more direct and there is a one-to-one correspondence between Z and the corresponding random graph. However, in general, it is not so easy to decide whether a given function Z specifies a valid probability distribution, i.e. satisfies the positivity restriction in (1).
